Manufacturer: Pactech LLC
Model: CRREO Zipper Pouch
ASTM Type: XIA

Description: This is a flexible reclosable pouch (Figure 1).

The CRREO zipper pouch package consists of a pouch with a zipper, a zipper tab, a knob, and two lever locks. The zipper tab has a hole in it that fits over the knob in the locked position. The package is opened by squeezing the two lever locks around the zipper tab, lifting the zipper tab off the knob, and pulling the zipper to open (Figure 2).
The package is closed by reversing the procedure, squeezing the two lever locks around the zipper tab, pulling the zipper tab into the lock aligning the hole in the zipper tab with the knob, pushing down, and then releasing the two lever locks.

The manufacturer’s instructions on the front of the CRREO Pouch are (Figure 1):

How to Unlock Zipper

STEP 1. (picture of the zipper tab lifting off the knob and the two lever locks being squeezed in)
SQUEEZE ZIPPER
LOCK LEVERS, LIFT
METAL TAB AND
PULL ZIPPER TO
OPEN.

How to Lock Zipper

STEP 2. (picture of the zipper tab on the knob between the two lever locks)
SQUEEZE ZIPPER LOCK
LEVERS, PULL ZIPPER
TAB COMPLETELY INTO
LOCK. ALIGN ZIPPER
TAB HOLE OVER KNOB
AND PUSH DOWN.